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What can two ladies who married the same man tell you about divorce? Plenty! Guide to Divorce
teaches ladies how to manage the “ They share crucial guidance on how women can build a
support system and maintain a tenacious spirit through the heartache and nitty-gritty
negotiations over alimony, infant custody, and the rest.s real life a tornado going through a
trailer park. But it doesn’t have to be that way. Seasoned professionals on all things divorce,
Vacation Miller and Valerie Shepherd developed a unique friendship after they both married and
divorced the same man. They learned the hard way that whenever divorce is coming, most
women fall apart. While the husband is gathering ammunition along with his high-paid attorney,
the wife can be rehashing what went incorrect— Divorce is under no circumstances fairly, but
Miller and Shepherd want to make the encounter as easy and painless as possible.t lawyers or
psychologists, however they have the hard-won wisdom of experience.The Ex-Wives’ business
of divorce” in a focused, reasonable, and organized way. Miller and Shepherd aren’ Divorce can
tear up a woman’ Straightforward and honest, this essential information equips soon-to-be exwives with a street map of what lies forward, easing their fears, saving them cash, and
motivating them to start building new lives for themselves, sans Prince Charming.instead of
preparing herself for the battle forward.
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Great read for the newly divorced, it's like having your own expert divorce coach! An ideal mix
between sufficient comedy relief with real life . I did observe that on web page one, the author's
gave credit to the lady Scouts for the motto, "Continually be prepared. I specifically like the
background of how this reserve happened. Get a lawyer This book has been a great guide for
within the entire process. Navigating a divorce can be an emotional rollercoaster. Personally i
think this publication is arming someone with an arsenal of much needed information especially
when your chaos and trying to kind it all out.This book is an excellent find to aid in every the
answers to the questions you didn't even understand you had. A "HEAD TO" for anybody
considering divorce!So I had to cool off." This in fact is the Boy Scouts' motto. The goal of this
book is to help those navigating their way through the messy process of divorce. As someone
completely inexperienced in anything to do with divorce and just beginning my trip, I must say, it
is SUCH a blessing to have got this book as a tool to guide me as I venture into the unknown.
This publication was just what I needed to read. From a specialist standpoint (CFP / CDFA) I am
thoroughly ... From a professional standpoint (CFP / CDFA) I am thoroughly savoring this book. I
must say i loved the publication and the layout in which it is written. A must browse for those
considering or along the way of divorce! Number 1 1. I have a couple lately divorced girlfriends
that I've surely got to obtain this book within their hands. It highlights the importance of certain
methods in the divorce process that I would have overlooked. This book covers every vital piece
of divorce advice and then some.. My husband and I are functioning to save our marriage but
because of this publication I am prepared to be prepared--- and I understand regardless there is
a light at the end of the tunnel m The perfect mixture of comic relief and solid information to
greatly help . I highly recommend this for all women to read. Could keep you laughing, and
encouraged at an in any other case dark time. Great guidance, as "fun" as divorce suggestions
can be Well written; nicely balanced between getting "light" enough to read, and being "serious"
plenty of to provide the info that you MUST know to become prepared. I look forward to their
new internet site and blog.!. I'm happy I bought it, even though my money is significantly that
restricted that I almost didn't. Absolutely a must have for just about any woman trying to
navigate the waters of divorce. The severe nature it emphasizes yet it encourages as well. The
perfect mix between sufficient comedy relief with true to life solutions.It is geared more towards
the Mothers, but, I could understand why. Highly recommend to anyone beginning or presently
in the divorce process. Bought it for my child for her divorce, it ... Bought it for my girl for her
divorce, it trained her a whole lot since she didn't desire to hear it from her Mom. Factual and
funny - at time whenever a good laugh us a welcome relief! This book has saved my marriagefor the present time :) Thank you thus much for opening my eyes to your stories as well as your
experiences. I cannot thank these ladies enough for writing this book! This is such an excellent,
easy read This is such a wonderful, easy read... The perfect mix of comic relief and solid
information to help navigate everything form divorce to relationship issues all together! Really
enjoyed this publication!
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